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THE TENSEtensecarrierCARRIER IN TWGTWOtvo
KINDS OF WH SENTENCES
by yao shen

the second step is the occurrence otof a wh
the significance of the positional relation word before the yes no question wh TS

of the tense carrier to the subject of the wh T Ssentence in the formation of simple
what is johna studyingaffirmative sentences simple negative

sentences and tag questions has been b whom was mary leaving

demonstrated in two previous articles TESL c whoseclasshas paul been teaching
d whichbookisWhich bookis alicereporter vol 7 no I11 and no 2 this reading
e where can joe find the answersame relation is significant in still another

group of sentences which are the wh f when will mark tell you
sentences each of these sentences begins g why wouldbobwould Bob have to know
with a wh word the two kinds of wh h how was pat informed
sentences under study are the wh questions
and the wh statements in each case the A wh statement is also formed in two

steps the first one is the formation of a
simple statement distinctive by the tense
carrier occuring after the subject of the

yao shen is a former contributor to this sentence ST
journal she is a professor in the depart-
ment

S T
of english at the university of a john is studyinghawaii and an author of over 90 publi-

cations
b mary was leaving

in 12 countries c paul has been teaching
d alice is reading
e joe can find the answer
f mark will tell you

wh word occurs in the predicate of the g bob would have to know
sentence and because of that the wh words h pat was informed
included are what whom whose which
where when why and how who which the second stestepp is the occurrence ofofawha wh
occurs as the subject of the sentence is word before the statement wh ST
excluded examples used are affirmative wh T S
sentences when will they know something

wh S T
A wh question is forformedformedingormedformedonmedinin two steps ia what john is studystudyingmg

the first one is the formation of a simple
yes no question distinctive by the tense b whowhomm mary was leaving

carrier T occurring before the subject S c whoseclasspaulvlioseclasspaul has been teaching
of the sentence TS d whichbookalice is reading

e where joe can find the answer
f when mark will tell youT S

a Is john studying g why bob would have to know
b was mary leaving h how pat was informed
c has paul been teaching
d Is alicealicallceaiicee reading the two kinds of wh sentences differ
e can joe find the answer from each other in two ways first they

are distinctive according to the positionf will mark tell you
g would bob have to know of the tense carrier that is whether it pre-

cedesh was pat informed or follows the subject of the sentence
continued on page 8.8
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continued from page 3

second a wh statement rtAgrmallyarmallymaily occurs as a con-
stituent

example 2
sentence embedded in a matrixsentencematrix sentence that may

be either a statement or a question in thefollowingthe following two T S
examples each matrix sentence in which the wh state-
ments

will they know something
are embedded is a statement S T in the first wh S T

example the wh statements are the subject of the matrix a what john is studying
in the second thesentence object b whom mary was leaving

example 1 c whose class paul has been teaching
S T d which book alice is reading
something would be recorded e where joe can find the answer
wh S T f when mark will tell you

a what john is studying g why bob would have to know
b whom mary was leaving h how pat was informed
c whose class paul has been teaching
d which book alice is reading
e where joe can find the answer in the following two examples the wh statement are
f when mark will tell you embedded in wh questions wh T S
g why bob would have to know
h how pat was informed example 1

example 2 wh T S
why would something be recorded

S T wh-
a

S Tthey will know something what john is studying
wh S T b whom mary was leaving

a what john is studying c whose class paul has been teaching
b whom mary was leaving d which book alice is reading
c whose class paul has been teaching e where joe can find the answer
d which book alice isis reading fL when mark will tell you
e where joe can find the answer g9 why bob would have to knowf when mark will tell you h how pat was informed
g why bob would have to know
h how pat was informed example 2

A wh statement may be embedded in a matrix sentence wh T S
that is either a simple yes no question or a wh question when will they know something
in the following two examples the wh statements are wh-

a
S T

embedded in yes no questions T S what john is studying
b whom mary was leaving

example 1 c whose class paul has been teaching
d which book alice is reading

T S e where joe can find the answer
would somethingsomethiing be recorded f when mark will telltelideildeli you
wh-

a
S T g why bob would have to know

what john is studying h how pat was informed
b whom mary was leaving
c whose class paul has been teaching only affirmative wh sentences are used here negative
d which book alice is reading ones are not the reason is that the positional relation of
e where joe can find the answer the tense carrier and the subject of the sentence thatahat
fL when mark will tell you distinguishes an affirmative wh question and an affirma-

tiveg why bob would have to know wh statement is the same as that which distinguishes
h how pat was informed a simple affirmative yes no question and a simple
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affirmative statement the difference Aaffirmative
between each set of sentences is the presence question wh T S
and absence of the initial wh word this is statement wh STS T
similar to saying that a wh sentence is one negative
that begins with a wh word in the case of question whtnegswh T neg S
an affirmative wh question a wh word whstatement stneitneS T nefprecedes a simple affirmative question in
the case of an affirmative wh statement a the following summarizes the formation
wh word precedes a simple affirmative of wh sentences question or statement
statement affirmative or negative each wh sentence

without wh finds its base in an affirmative sentence
without whquestion TST S without whhtstatement SSTT affirmative
question TTSS

with wh statement STS T
question wh TS negative
statement wh ST question T neg S

statement stnegSsanegT neg
in the formation of a simple negative withmthmith wh

sentence question or statement the affirmative
syntactic relation of the negative indicator question wh T S
not auntountor nt is with the tense carrier neither statement wh SSTT
not nor nt precedes the tense carrier it negativefollows it though not always successively
I1 question whwhtnegsT Sthe formation of a simple negative sentence neg

question or statement is the same as that of statement wh stnegSsanegT neg
a simple affirmative one the difference regardless of whether a wh sentence is
between each set of sentences is the presence affirmativee or negative the feature thator absence of the negative indicator neg distinguishes the two kinds ofwhof wh sentences

affirmative with the wh word in the predicateandpredicate and that
is also our focus of attention in this articleisarticlesarticleisquestion T neg S the positional relation of the tense carrierstatement ST and the subject of the sentence

negative it is that in a wh question the tense
carrier precedes the subject in a whquestion TST Sneg statement the tense carrier follows thestatement ST neg subject

in the case of a negative wh question a
wh word precedes a simple negative yes no wh T S question
question in the case of a negative wh wh S T statement
statement a wh word precedes a simple and this is the same relation thatnegative statement distinguishes simple affirmative sentences

without wh simple negative sentences and tag questions
question T neg S referencesstatement ST neg yao shen supplementation of

with wh opposites in simple predicate expansion
TESL reporter vol 4 nos 141 4 fallquestion wh anegTtnegneg S 1970 summer 1971

statement wh SstnegsanegT neg yao shenhenS co occurrence andnon co occurrence of tense carrier andA negative wh sentence question or verb in simple predicates TESLstatement can also be said to be formed the teslrfporterreporter
same vol 5 no 3 spring 1972 6710676 771010way as an affirmative wh- one is the yao shen some distinctionsdifference between each set of sentences is

among
four grammatical items in english methethe presence and absence of the negative

indicator hawaii language teacher volume 15
number I11 march 197323301973231973 233023 30




